
Lär känna Marc
Marc är född 2008 och kommer från Tyskland. Han kommer i augusti
2024 och stannar under ett läsår. Intressen är bl. a simning, skridskoåkning, 
musik (spelar piano) och volleyboll. Hans favoritämnen i skolan är engelska, 
matematik och biologi.
Hello Dear Host Family,

I am Marc a normal teenager but with a big dream. My dream is to visit as much countries as possible. And 
with this year abroad I want to fulfil my dream with more experiences. But before I am going to convince you 
why I am a good choice I want to tell you a bit of my life. I live with my parents, sister, grandma and my cat 
Timmy in a small village in Bavaria. We live in a house with a lot of space and a garden where we have a 
really good life together.

My parents both went to Germany and got a college degree. They were in the same class and started to know 
each other better and then in 2006 they got married. My father is an engineer at a big company. He loves to 
convert a piece of wood into sculptures like a lantern or he already built out of a guitar a lamp. In contrast to 
my father, my mother likes to be more quiet. She loves reading novels and painting. She works at a property 
management company.My sister is 10 years old and loves to craft soldering something. Since she was born, I 
protected her and played with her, so she has a good and peaceful life, without any danger. I also got a cat 
his name is Timmy and who loves doing nothing. He usually sleeps, eats and sits next to the heating and enjoys 
his view outside. Unfortunately for him he isn’t allowed to go outside because he would otherwise freeze to 
death, that’s because he is a Sphynx, a breed of cat that is born with only a small amount of hair.

I can fluently speak German, Russian and English. I have been learning French since the sixth grade and have 
recently started to learn Swedish, as I hope to be able to communicate with you in your language, so you have 
it easy with me.

I have many hobbies, those sum I have stop. I played ice hockey in a club for seven years. But stopped playing 
in 2022 because of new interests. I am very thankful to my parents for this experience because it is an very 
expensive hobby. I also made many friends with my teammates and won lots of medals from all the 
competitions I played. Overall, it was a good experience. I have also played the piano for 7 years and I love 
to swim. If possible, I would love to try out for a volleyball club during my time in Sweden.

Best Regards,

Marc

"Marc is extremely 
friendly and well-

behaved with broad 
interests and a very 

good level of education."
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